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Results

• Figures 3, 5 and 7 show the relationship
between the squared value of the peak load and
the ratio to the minute‐by‐minute calculations
(shown on a log scale) for 81 transformers, over
137 days.

• Blue points show the data for one day, and black
points for one transformer.

• Figures 4, 5 and 8 show the variation of the
ratio to the minute‐by‐minute calculation.

• Table 1 shows:

 model accuracy

 computational savings

Conclusions

The results of this study show:
• that it is hard to simplify the calculation of transformer LOL.

• LOL is dominated by ambient temperature (not load) for transformers
that are low‐loaded (especially in the RMS case).

• computational time saving is made using simplified methods

As absolute LOL is low (minutes per day), this level of (in)accuracy may be
deemed acceptable when considering the time saved in calculation.
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Figure 3 – RMS results as ratioed against full 
calculation

RMS Two-step 30 Minute Average

Results within ±10% 11.9 % 12.2 % 30.2 %

Time Saved 86.80 % 82.32 % 83.74 %

Figure 5 – Two-step results as ratioed 
against full calculation

Table 1 – Results summary table

Figure 4 – Histogram of RMS results Figure 6 – Histogram of two-step results

Figure 7 – 30 Minute averaged results as ratioed
against full calculation

Figure 8– Histogram of 30 minute averaged results

Figure 1 – Well-matching two-step, 
poorly matching RMS load profile

Figure 2 – Well-matching RMS, poorly-
matching two-step load profile

Introduction

The actual loss of life (LOL) of a transformer is a useful figure for an asset owner / operator to know for replacement planning.
The LOL is estimated by calculating the hottest spot temperature (HST), θh, and then applying a known relationship to a ‘rated
temperature’ (usually 98 °C) using the equation V = 2(θh‐98)/6.

HST can be intensive to calculate and the input data required for calculation of a dynamic factor can be costly. It is therefore
desirable to have a method of estimating the HST and hence LOL of a transformer which reduces calculation effort.

Three methods of doing so are proposed: 1. root‐mean‐squared (RMS) method

2. two‐step method as described in [1]

3. half‐hourly averaging

These three methods are assessed for their ability to match the baseline calculation in estimation of LOL. Examples of the load
profiles are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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